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Co Lounge Chair

Our Co Chair series proves that comfort doesn’t have to come at the cost of beauty. Equal
parts elegance and ease, its graceful minimal, modern frame and supportive, angled
backrest make sitting a pleasure—for how ever long it lasts. The new Co Lounge Chair
continues the collection’s legacy, combining steel, woodworking and upholstering skills
and unexpected comfort to create an iconic chair for relaxation that fits seamlessly into any
setting

Co Lounge Chair is a new and lightweight lounger with exceptional sitting comfort. Inspired
by classic designs that combine metalwork and woodwork to iconic effect, the new iteration
purposefully re-spaces its different components to create a lighter, more laid-back look
than its dining predecessor. The comfortable design enhances interior spaces rather than
demanding attention in a room. The form-pressed wood veneer backrest is angled for
comfort and the curved armrests and upholstered seat support and embrace the body.
The slender powder-coated steel frame belies its strength, providing a stable and sleek
foundation on which to stand. Fully customisable, it melds beautifully with its surroundings—
whether at home in a cosy living room corner or placed in a hotel lobby or office reception.

Product Type

About the Designer

Lounge Chair

The Co Chair series is created in collaboration with Els van Hoorebeeck and The Office
Group, a leading provider of design-led and flexible offices, meeting rooms and co-working

Environment

spaces for start-ups, small businesses and larger, more established enterprises. Founded

Indoor

in 2003 by Charlie Green and Olly Olsen, The Office Group focuses on creating inspirational
workplaces with a genuine sense of community—evident in the inclusion of spaces such as

Dimensions (cm / in)

libraries, screening rooms, cafés, gyms and gardens—and which define the ways in which

H: 71 cm / 28”

people want to work today, tomorrow and in the future.
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SH: 41 cm / 6,1”
W: 70 cm /27,5”

Founded in Copenhagen in 2008 by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen and Kasper Rønn, Norm Architects

D: 66 cm / 26”

specialises in residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial design, photography
and art direction. The company name highlights the importance of drawing inspiration from

Colours

norms and traditions within architecture and design—in particular the Scandinavian design

Black/Natural Oak/Upholstery

principles of timeless aesthetics and natural materials, and the Modernist values of restraint

Black/Dark Stained Oak/Upholstery

and refinement. Together with MENU, Norm Architects create design that unites great

Black/Black Oak/Upholstery

materials and craftsmanship, while embodying beauty, tradition and timeless simplicity.

H: 41 cm / 6,1”

H: 58 cm / 22,8"

H: 71 cm / 28”

Co Lounge Chair
Technical Specifications

D: 66 cm / 26”

W: 70 cm /27,5”

Production Process

Materials

Test

Seat, Back- and Armrests: Made from

Powder Coated Steel, Plywood, Oak Veneer,

EN1022:2005, L2

formpressed plywood. Shells are then CNC

Foam (20mm 45N/40kg, 10mm 32N/40kg),

EN16139:2013, L2

milled in a 5-axis CNC Machine. Core is

Upholstery
Certifications

Beech veneer, while outer layers are Oak
Veneer.

Colour Code

Seat is upholstered with a double foam

Steel Frame: Black (RAL 9005)
Packaging Type

layer for extra comfort.
Gloss
Steel Frame: Made from bended and

Brown Box

Gloss 20
Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)

MIG+TIG welded Ø16x2 steel tube. Armrests
are made from Ø12 thread.

FSC Certified, ENL 14001

Weight item (kg)

TBA

TBA
Care Instructions
Base, Backrest, Armrest: Use a soft dry
cloth to clean. Do not use any cleaners with
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chemicals or harsh abrasives. Avoid using
water.

Upholstered

Seat:

Should

be

cleaned

according to the recommendations of the
textile/leather supplier.

Co Lounge Chair

Black Base / Natural Oak / Dakar 0250
1191979

Black Base / Dark Stained Oak / City Velvet CA7832/031
1192469

Black Base / Dark Stained Oak / Maple 222
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1192069

Black Base / Black Oak / Dakar 0842
1193559

